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This paper examines regional economic stability using
the analytical framework often used to study financial
portfolios. The analysis shows that industrial diversi
fication reduces economic volatility, just as portfolio di
versification reduces financial risk. However, because
the conditions that create a tradeoff between risk and
return in financial markets do not exist for regional
economies, regions do notface a tradeoffbetween stability
and growth.

Federal Reserve Bankof San Francisco

State and local government officials often want to im
prove economic performance by changing their region's
industry mix. For example, a state or local government
might offer tax abatements to relocating firms in an indus
try that is expected to enhance the region's economy.
However,it often is unclear just which industries improve a
region's economy. Specializing in a small number of fast
growing industries, or targeting fast-growing industries as
promising sources of future growth, may make rapid
growth possible, but the region's economy may become
vulnerable to downturns in the industries in which it
specializes. Thus, a specialized regional economy may be
relatively volatile. If economic diversity reduces volatility,
a region wishing to reduce volatility might see a diverse in
dustrial mix as a desirable goal of economic development.

Understanding the relationship between regional eco
nomic volatility and economic growth also provides useful
insights regarding a region's optimal industry mix. If, for
example, regional economies face a tradeoff between sta
bility and growth, they may be willing to accept greater
instability to achieve more rapid growth. However, if no
such tradeoff exists, then stability would be a desirable
goal regardless of the region's aspirations regarding eco
nomic growth.

In a different context, the financial literature addresses
the relationships between diversity and volatility. Portfolio
theory suggests that diversification can reduce volatility, or
risk. The logic of diversification is compelling for regional
economies as well. Nevertheless, previous evidence re
garding the relationship between regional economic diver
sity and regional economic instability is mixed. Conroy
(1975) and Kort (1981) concluded that the extent of indus
trial diversity explains a significant proportion ofthe inter
regional differences in economic instability, while Jackson
(1984), Steib and Rittenoure (1989), and Attaran (1986)
found little evidence to suggest a relationship between
diversity and instability. Others, including Brewer (1985),
assumed that economic diversity explains regional dif
ferences in economic stability, and looked for the diversity
measure that best captures this relationship. These studies
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use a variety of measures to capture diversity and in
stability, but all suffer from a common conceptual prob
lem: they examine the relationship between economic
diversity and total instability.

In contrast, the analogy with financial portfolios sug
gests that economic diversification should reduceonly the
amountof regionaleconomic volatility that isdiversifiable,
or nonsystematic. This result is derived from risk-spread
ing alone, and does not depend on restrictive assumptions
about the economic or statistical characteristics of the
region's industries. Since diversity is expected to be re
lated to nonsystematic volatility, it is not surprising the
previous studies of the relationship betweendiversity and
total volatility haveyielded conflicting results.

Carrying the analogy with financial portfolios a step
further also would suggest that the sensitivity of the
region's economy to systematic, or nondiversifiable, fac
tors couldbe associated with the regionalanalog to higher
expected return, namely more rapid expected economic
growth. If this were the case, regions might choose to
accept more systematic sensitivity in exchange for higher

growth. This hypothesis, however, relies on the market
clearing assumptions of the Capital Asset Pricing Model
(CAPM), and those assumptions are quite tenuous for
regional economies. This suggests that accepting higher
systematic risk may not increase expected growth for a
regional economy. .

This paper discusses these relationships conceptually
and tests them empirically. The analysis shows that there
is, in fact, a strong correlation between diversity and
nonsystematic volatility. However, systematic sensitivity is
not compensated with higher economic growth.

Thepaper is organizedas follows. SectionI presents the
analogy between financial market portfolios and regional
economies, alongwithits implications. SectionII explores
the meaning of "diversity" in the regional economics
context.SectionIII presentsthedata and variables usedfor
the analysis. SectionIV discusses the empirical evidence
on the relationships among diversity, systematic and non
systematic instability, and growth in regional economies.
Conclusions and implications are drawn in Section V.

I. Financial Portfolios and Regional Economies

The finance literature distinguishes between two kinds
of risk: "systematic" and "nonsystematic." Systematic
risk is associated with broadeconomic and financial mar
ket conditions. As a result, it is common to all assets and
cannot be diversified away. Nonsystematic risk, in con
trast, is specific to a given asset and can be reduced
through portfoliodiversification.

In a portfolio, diversification benefits investors by
spreading risk among various assets, where each asset's
"risk" is measured by the variance in its return. For
example, assume that an investor starts off with a single
asset with returnrI andvariance VI' Adding a secondasset
to the portfolio makes the portfolio's variance Vp> where:

Vp = wyVI + W~V2 + 2WIW2C OVI,2 (1)

In equation (1), wI and w2 reflect the weights of assets 1
and 2, respectively, in the portfolio. Thus, 0 '5 WI'
o s: W2' and WI + w2 = 1.

The relationship between VI and Vp depends on: (a) the
magnitude of V2 relative to that of VI' (b) the relative
proportions of the assets in the portfolio, WI and w2' and
(c) the extentof covariance between the returnsof the two
assets, Covl,2' IfV2is verylargerelative to VI' Vp maybe
greater than VI' This is more likely if w2 is larger. Thus,
adding an asset to the portfolio mayor may not reduce the
portfolio's variance. However, as long as the covariance
among individual assets (Covl,2) is less than one, the
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variance of the portfolio is less than the weighted sum of
the variances of the individual assets. This property is
relatively easy to see in the case of uncorrelated returns,
that is, when Cov, 2 = O. In this case:

Vp = wyVI + W~V2 (2)

Since WI and w2 are between zero and one, wy<wl and
W~<W2' Thus, the variance of the portfoliois less than the
weighted sumof the variances of the individual assets, and
diversification reduces the risk associated with holding a
portfolio that includes assets 1 and 2. The lower is the
covariance between the returns of the two assets, the
greaterare the benefits of diversification, sincethe covari
ance term in equation (1) is smaller. Thus, under a wide
range of circumstances, portfolio diversification reduces
risk. Note that thebenefitsofdiversification are associated
with the mathematical properties of variances, and do not
depend on restrictive assumptions about the market char
acteristics oreconomic propertiesof theassetsthemselves.

Thebenefits of diversification are even greaterwhen the
returnsof the two assets are negatively correlated. In fact,
the variance of the portfoliocan fall to zero in the case of
perfect negative correlation. However, in real-world mar
kets the returns to most assets are correlated with general
economic and financial conditions, so the covariances
between the returns for most pairs of assets are positive.
Thus, investors cannot completely eliminate risk from
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their portfolios. The risk that cannot be diversified awayis
referred to as systematic risk.

Not all assets or portfolios have the same degree of
systematic risk. According to the Capital Asset Pricing
Model (CAPM), investors who take on greater systematic
risk can expect to receive greater returns on their invest
ments. Investors prefer the least possible risk at any given
level of return, so prices for assets that face little systematic
risk are bid up (thus reducing their returns) relative to
prices of assets that offer the same yield with more
systematic risk. Thus, the financial market bidding process
results in a tradeoff between systematic risk and return.

These principles suggest:
(1) Nonsystematic risk should fall with greater portfolio

diversification.
(2) There should be a trade-off between systematic risk

and return.
These expectations have been verified in the financial

literature (Fama and MacBeth, 1973; Black, Jensen, and
Scholes, 1972; and Gibbons, 1982).

The Analogy with Regional Economies

In the analogy with regional economies, industries play
the role of assets, and the region's industrial mix represents
the portfolio. The "return" becomes the economy's growth
rate, while its "risk" is the economy's volatility. In such an
analogy, systematic volatility is associated with general
economic conditions, such as fluctuations in the national
economy, and nonsystematic volatility is the regional varia
tion that is not associated with national influences. Since
the relationship between portfolio diversity and nonsys
tematic risk depends on the mathematical properties of
variances and not on specific assumptions about the assets'
characteristics, the analogous relationship between a re
gion's industrial diversity and its nonsystematic volatility
is likely to hold.'

In contrast, any relationship between systematic vari
ability and growth would depend on a market-like mecha
nism. Under such a mechanism, risk-averse states would
accept greater variability only if they were compensated in
the form of stronger growth. However, several character
istics of regional economies make such a connection
unlikely.

First, although a financial asset earns the same return
regardless of whose portfolio it is in, a given industry may
perform differently depending on where it is located. For
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industries producing goods that are consumed in the same
locale in which they are produced, the health of the region's
economy affects the pace of activity, and this can differ
across regions.? For example, auto repair services are by
their nature provided in the same region where users of
those services live, and interregional differences in the
types of services provided are likely to be minor. Neverthe
less, between 1980 and 1986, the real (inflation-adjusted)
value of auto repair services grew 48 percent in fast
growing Arizona and only 10 percent in slower-growing
Oregon.

Another weakness of the analogy is that different re
gions have different attributes that favor production of
some goods over others. Natural resource endowments and
transportation infrastructure are the most obvious sources
of these regional differences in comparative advantage.
(See, for example, North, 1955; and Schmidt, 1989.) Even
when oil prices are high, residents of non-oil-producing
regions generally cannot change their industrial structures
to place more emphasis on oil production. Similarly, cities
with limited access to overseas transportation are unlikely
to become major transshipment points for international
trade. These kinds of differences in comparative advantage
limit the extent to which regions can (and should) diversify
their economies.

A final, and fundamental, problem with the analogy is
that a region's officials cannot "trade" in a "market" for
industries the way investors can trade in the market for
financial assets. Although state and local governments
often compete with each other to attract industries in order
to improve their regions' economies, using such tools as
tax incentives, infrastructure investments, and zoning vari
ances, the "market" is thin and adjustments are slow.
Since any local jurisdiction is unlikely to have its desired
industry mix at a given point in time, equilibrium is not
observed. Moreover, no individual has the power to change
a region's industrial mix the wayan investor can alter
a portfolio.3

These differences between assets in a portfolio and
industries in a regional economy suggest that a tradeoff
between systematic variability and growth may not be
observed for regional economies. These problems do not,
however, affect the extent to which diversification should
reduce nonsystematic volatility. This relationship is pri
marily a mathematical one, and does not rely on binding
assumptions about the character of regional economies.
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II. What Is "Diversity?"
An investment portfolio that mimics the market port

folio in its composition (though not its size) is referred to as
a fully "diversified" portfolio. Thus, a portfolio of ten
different stocks would be somewhat diversified, but in a
market in which hundreds of stocks are traded, it would not
be completely diversified.

Financial economists have agreed-upon standards by
which to measure diversity.' Regional economists, in con
trast, continue to debate what constitutes regional eco
nomic diversity. For the most part, this debate has been
framed as a measurement issue, in which the "best"
measure of diversity is the one that best explains regional
differences in economic volatility. (See, for example, Con
roy, 1975; Kort, 1981; and especially Brewer, 1985.)

A "diversified" regional economy has been defined
variously as one in which (1)all industries are of equal size,
(2) the industry mix minimizes portfolio variance, or (3)
the region's industry mix is the same as the nation's.
Measures that define complete diversity as equal represen
tation by all industries ("ogive" and "entropy" measures)
are particularly arbitrary, since they depend critically on
industry definitions. For example, an ogive or entropy
measure that uses two-digit SIC data implies that tobacco
manufacturing and health services would be equally im
portant in a completely diversified regional economy.

The portfolio variance concept currently is the most
widely accepted measure of diversity, and it can be a
valuable tool if used appropriately (Gruben and Phillips,
1989a and 1989b). However, it should not be used to test
whether diversity reduces volatility (Conroy, 1975; and
Brewer, 1985) because it does not measure diversity inde
pendent of volatility. Examining the formula for the port
folio variance measure reveals why:

Vp = t ,: wiwjVij (3)

where Vp denotes portfolio variance, Vij denotes the vari
ance (i = j) or covariance (i :f::.j) for each industry or pair of
industries, and Wi and wj are industry weights. Tradi
tionally (Conroy), regional data are used to calculate the
industry weights, w, but due to data and computing con-

straints, or the particular task to which the measure is
tailored (Gruben and Phillips, 1989b), the industry vari
ances and covariances, V, are calculated using national
data. As a general rule, if sufficient information and
computing resources are available, the portfolio variance
Vp should be calculated using regional variances and
covariances. If all of the data on the right-hand side of
equation (3) are consistent with each other, in terms of
regional coverage as well as the economic concept they are
measuring (employment, income, or gross product), the
right hand side of equation (3) is simply the decomposition
ofthe region's total variance.

Thus, the portfolio variance measure of diversity, cor
rectly calculated, is exactly the same as the region's total
variance, which is a frequently-used measure of economic
instability. Therefore, the portfolio variance measure does
not measure diversity independent of volatility, and it is not
surprising that the portfolio variance measure tends to
"explain" differences in volatility better than other"diver
sity" measures do.

If the analogy with portfolio theory holds, regional
economic diversity should be defined in terms of the
"market" industrial mix. Ideally, this "market" industry
mix would reflect the comparative advantage of each
region. However, it is impossible to calculate an ideal
"diversified" industry mix that is different for each region
and that distinguishes between ideal and actual industry
structure. In view of these limitations, the national industry
mix provides a standard with which to gauge a region's
industry structure.

Such a standard implies that regions seeking to diversify
their economies should attempt to duplicate, to the extent
possible, the industrial structure of the United States. Of
course, no region could (or should) duplicate the U.S.
industrial structure precisely, since geographical differ
ences in comparative advantage will determine the re
gion's optimal industry structure to a significant extent.
Nevertheless, for most regions, the U.S. industrial struc
ture provides a standard for diversity that is more reason
able than the available alternatives.

III. Data and Variables
The analogy between portfolio theory and regional

economic stability suggests two testable hypotheses. First,
regional economic diversity should reduce nonsystematic
volatility. Second, growth should be positively correlated
with systematic variations in the region's economy. Gross
State Product (GSP) data, released by the Bureau of
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Economic Analysis.> were used to test these hypotheses.
These are annual data, adjusted for inflation, and disaggre
gated by state and by industry to the two-digit SIC level.6

They are available for the years 1963 through 1986. The
variables used in this analysis are defined below.
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systematic. Systematic volatility (SYSV), measured in
standard deviation terms, is therefore:

Nonsystematic volatility is the total volatility that is not
associated with variations in national economic growth. In
standard deviation terms:

Variable Definitions

Diversity

Portfolio theory defines diversity as the extent to which a
portfolio's composition approximates the "market" port
folio. Similarly, regional economic diversity is defined
here as theextent to which a region's industrial structure
approximates that of the nation. This measure (DIV) is
derived using the following formula for each state and year.

SYSVj :;;;: v(Rr) (TOTVARJ

NONSYSV j :;;;: vO - Ry) (TOTVARJ

(7)

(8)

(5)

(4)
J (GSPj)t -GSPs)tF

D. :;;;: !,
It )=1 GSP

US)t

where GSP)t denotes the share of total GSP in industry j
during period t, i subscripts denote states, and US sub
scripts denote national figures. 7 After Dit is calculated, its
reciprocal is taken, so that greater diversity is associated
with a higher value for the diversity measure," and the
measured is averaged over time within each state:

I 1986 I
DIV.:;;;: - ~

I 24 t=1963 Djt

DIVj approaches infinity for states with economies that
resemble the industrial structure of the U.S. very closely,
and approaches zero for states with economies that deviate
substantially from the U.S. industrial structure.

Growth

AVGRGSPj measures the long-term growth rate in real
total GSP for state i. Annual percentage growth rates are
calculated for each state and year (GROWTHit) , and aver
aged across time periods t for each state i.

Total volatility

Total volatility, TOTSTDj, is measured as the standard
deviation over time in the state's annual percentage growth
rate, GROWTHir In order to decompose the variance into
its systematic and nonsystematic components, the variance
(TOTVARj :;;;: TOTSTD?) also is calculated.

Systematic and Nonsystematic Volatility

A simple univariate regression of state growth on na
tional growth is used to divide total volatility into its
systematic and nonsystematic components:

GROWTHjt :;;;: IX + 13 GROWTHu s t + e jt (6)

The (unadjusted) R2 from this regression measures the
proportion of total variance in state i's growth rate that is
associated with contemporaneous variations in national
growth." This is the portion of the state's variance that is

Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

Systematic Sensitivity

The coefficient beta from regression (6) is analogous to
the beta coefficient often calculated for individual stocks,
and measures the region's sensitivity to national economic
conditions. This measure differs from that for systematic
volatility, described above. The beta measures the magni
tude, and hence the sensitivity, of the response of state to
national changes. In contrast, systematic volatility meas
ures the extent to which variations in the national economy
explain local fluctuations, regardless of the size of their
impact.

A Look at the Variables

Table 1presents the value of each variable calculated for
each state. DIV exhibits a wide range of values across
states, suggesting that states differ significantly from
each other in their degree of diversity. According to this
measure, Washington, D.C. is the nation's least diverse
economy, while Illinois is its most diverse. The rankings
implied by these values are not surprising. The District of
Columbia's economy is strongly oriented toward govern
ment, and Illinois has a large and diverse economy. More
over, the measures for Alaska's economy, which is quite
specialized, and for California's economy, which is very
diverse, appear reasonable. However, a few DIV values are
somewhat surprising. For example, DIV values for Mis
souri and Colorado are higher than one might expect.
Nevertheless, the overall rankings appear to be plausible.

Average GSP growth (AVGRGSP) also varies consider
ably from state to state. Between 1963 and 1986, Alaska
was the fastest-growing state, at an 8.1 percent average
annual rate. The District of Columbia experienced the
slowest GSP growth, at only 1.5 percent per year. Other
fast-growing states included Arizona and Florida, while
West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Illinois were among the
nation's slowest growing states.

Considerable variation also is apparent in the values for
the coefficient beta from equation (6), which measures sys
tematic sensitivity. The strongest measured responses to
national changes occur in the industrial states of Michigan
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Nonsystematic
Volatility

(NONSYSV)

LIO
10.28
2.86
1.60
1.32
1.95
1.76
3.26
2.20
2.23
1.13
3.33
3.34
0.97
I.l2
2.70
I.l5
1.32
4.04
1.71
1.22
1.71
2.17
1.25
2.03
I.ll
3.17
2.41
3.25
2.27
1.49
2.29
1.59
I.l4
5.43
0.71
2.58
2.34
0.82

3.14 1.75
2.96 1.33
1.94 3.24
3.43 I.l7

1.81
2.50

2.55 1.97
2.18 I.l5

2.76
1.88

2.87 0.77
0.48 5.94
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and Ohio. In contrast, the weakest responses are found in
the energy-dependent states of Wyoming and Oklahoma.

A look at the standard deviation of the annual growth
rates reveals that Alaska's was by far the most volatile state
economy in the nation during this period. Other relatively
volatile economies included Wyoming and North Dakota.
At the other end of the spectrum, the nation's most stable
economies during this period included Kansas, the District
of Columbia, California, and Colorado.

Changes in the national economy affect different states
in different ways, as reflected in the R2S for equation (6),
which are listed in column 6 of Table 1. National influences
are relatively unimportant for Hawaii, Wyoming, and

North Dakota, but they explain more than 90 percent of the
total variations in the economies of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

The remaining columns in Table 1decompose the total
volatility into that explained by national fluctuations
(SYSV) and that which is nonsystematic (NONSYSV).
Nonsystematic volatility is highest for states with a com
bination ofa high standard deviation and relatively low R2,
such as Alaska and Wyoming. Nonsystematic volatility is
low for states that exhibit only moderate variation, most of
which is explained by national movements. Wisconsin and
Pennsylvania. fall into this category.

IV. Empirical Results

Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics, Note that the
coefficient, which the portfolio analogy predicts should be
positive, is in fact negative and statistically significant.
However, Alaska's summary statistics in Table 1 suggest
that the state may be an outlier. If Alaska is omitted from
the sample, the coefficient becomes positive, but statis
tically insignificant:

Systematic Sensitivity and Growth

The .relationship between systematic volatility and
growth is measured as the "security market line" relation
ship in the financial literature. (See, for example, Sharpe,
1985.) The equation estimating this relationship is:

AVGRGSP = 4.00 - 0.85 BETA R2 = .172
(15.00) (3.37)

This section presents the results of tests of the following
two hypotheses:

(1) Nonsystematic volatility should be lower in states
with more diverse economies.

(2) Growth should be positively correlated with sys
tematic sensitivity, as measured by the beta coefficient
calculated in equation (6).

Note that the discussion of the analogy between port
folios and regional economies suggests that the first hy
pothesis is more likely to be corroborated than is the
second.

Diversity and Volatility

Correlations between diversity and volatility are sum
marized in Table 2.10 The correlation coefficient between
diversity and nonsystematic volatility is significantly dif
ferent from zero at the 99.8 percent level, with a magnitude
of -0.425. The extremely high level of statistical signifi
cance is particularly noteworthy. Thus, as expected, states
with more diverse economies tend to experience less
nonsystematic volatility. This suggests that risk spreading
is applicable to regional economies.

To get a sense of how important the components of
volatility are to this hypothesis test, Table 2 also presents
correlations between diversity and both systematic and
total volatility. Results suggest that no correlation between
diversity and systematic volatility exists. The correlation
coefficient is 0.087, and is significant only at the 45.4
percent level." The correlation coefficient between diver
sity and total volatility is -0.284, and is significant at the
95.6 percent level. This relationship is slightly weaker than
that between diversity and nonsystematic volatility, al
though it is somewhat stronger than most other measured
relationships between national average diversity and total
volatility. 12
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AVGRGSP = 2.98 + 0.20 BETA
(7.72) (0.51)

R2 = - .015
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The lack of a significant positive relationship between
beta and growthstrongly suggests that there is no mecha
nism in regional economies that generates a tradeoff
betweensystematic sensitivity and growth.

In fact, a negative relationship between systematic
sensitivity and growth is consistent with previous work
by Sherwood-Call (1988) and with Schmidt's 1989 work
on resource industries during the 1963-1986 period.
Schmidt found that resource-dependent states tended to
grow more rapidlyduring this period than did states that
did not depend heavily on natural resource industries.
Sherwood-Call found that resource dependence tendedto
be negatively correlated with the extentof linkage to the
national economy. Taken together, these results suggest

that resource-dependent states may have weaker associa
tions with movements in the national economy than most
states do, which could translate into smaller beta coeffi
cients, while at the same time these states experienced
relatively rapid growthduring the period under study.

SUmmary of Empirical Results

These empirical results suggest that regions maybe able
to improve the stability of theireconomies by diversifying
them. 13 •Regional economic diversity is negatively corre
lated••withthenonsystematic.component of volatility in an
extremely significant way. However, regionsdonotseemto
be compensated for accepting more systematic sensitivity
throughhighergrowth rates.

v. Conclusions and Implications

Previous studies of the relationship between regional
economic diversity and economic volatility have yielded
mixedresults. These studies focussed onmeasurement and
econometric issues in seeking to explain the conflicting
results. These measurement and econometric issues are
seriousones, but this paperhas focused on a fundamental
conceptual problem with the previous studies. Most re
searchers have looked for a relationship between diversity
and total volatility, whereas the portfolio analogy suggests
that the relationship is between diversity and nonsystem
atic volatility.

In this paper, simplestatistical testshave shown that the
expectedrelationship between diversity andnonsystematic
volatility does exist and is extremely strong. These obser
vations, which parallel those in the portfolio literature,
reflect the risk-spreading that occurs as regional econo
mies diversify.

However, there is no correlation between systematic
sensitivity and growth, although the portfolio analogy
seemsto suggest thatsucha relationship should exist.This
result is notsurprising, sincethe mechanism by whichthe
tradeoff occurs in financial markets does not exist for
regional economies. The financial market relationship
between systematic risk and return in portfolios occurs
becauserisk-averse investors willnotholdhigh-risk assets
unless they expect to be rewarded with higher returns.

24

Regional economies, in contrast, lack a singleomnipotent
decision-maker, andthe "market" for industries is illiquid
and slowto adjust.

The implications for regional policy makers are rel
atively straightforward: greater economic diversity im
proves the stability of a region's economy. Thus, other
thingsequal, regional development officials should be able
to improve their region's economic stability by making
their regional economies more diverse.v' However, the
instability that is associated with fluctuations in the na
tional economy remains asignificant source of instability
formoststates,andit is notcompensated by highergrowth
rates as the analogy with portfolio theory suggests it
should be.

While this study has focussed on issues of regional
economic stability, it is important to notethat regions may
pursueothereconomic goals, suchas rapidgrowth, instead
of or in addition to seeking economic stability. Fora region
that has a natural resource, or an agglomeration of activity
thatprovides it witha comparative advantage in a particu
lar industry, pursuing that advantage may be a more
effective overall strategy than a diversification strategy
would be. At the same time, a region that develops an
industry mix that yields strong growthneed not "pay" for
that rapid growth by accepting greater instability.
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NOTES

1. However, because an industry is made up of many
firms, small states may have more volatile economies
evenif they have diversified industrial mixes. Since differ
entfirms in a particular industry mayexperience different
fortunes, diversification across firms within an industry
probably has benefits as well. These issues are not ad
dressed in this paper.
2.:. The differences. among regions' industries are even
greaterthanthe datausedin thisstudy indicate, because
industrydetail. is available only to the two-digit SIC level.
Thus, for example, thetransportation equipment category
does not distinguish between motorvehicle manufactur
ing, which is important in Michigan, and aerospace pro
duction, which is important in California.
3. Even if local officials had control over their region's
industry mix, the community's residents and politicians
are likely to disagree about what industry mixthe region
should movetoward. While some maypreferto maximize
economic growth, others might prefer slower growth if it
allows them to maintain the community's character.
4. The most commonly used measures include a repre
sentative "marketbasket"ofsecurities, suchasthestocks
included in the Dow Jones or S&P 500 index. These
measures do not. however, includebonds, real estate, or
othernon-security assets.
5. Most previous studies of the relationship between
economic diversity and economic stability have used
employment data. While the employment data have the
advantage of being monthly, they provide a less com
prehensive measure of economic activitythan GSP does,
and also suffer from a large number of missing values.
6. Most industries are disaggregated to the 2-digit level.
A few, including construction and retail trade, are disag
gregated only to the 1-digit level.
7. U.S. production for each industry was calculated by
summing GSP across states.
8. The reciprocal istaken onlysothata highermeasure is
associated with greater diversity, making results easier to
interpret. It does not materially affect the results.

9. An alternative measure of the relative contribution of
national changes to regional economic fluctuations was
developed in Sherwood-Call (1988). That linkage meas
ure accounted for lags in the transmission of economic
changes from thenational to the state level. However, the
R4 measure parallels workdone in the portfolio literature.
10. The data presented in Table 1 suggestthatAlaska is
anoutlier, whichmaybiasthe results presented inTable 2.
To. determine whether this is the case, all of the empirical
estimates wererecalculated usingasample thatexcludes
Alaska. The results indicate that the calculations pre
sentedin Table 2 are not driven solely by Alaska.
11. The positive sign on the correlation coefficient may
be due to a spurious correlation that results from the way
the diversity variable is constructed. The most "diverse"
economies are those with industrial structures that most
closely resemble the national economy. If each industry
exhibits similar fluctuations over timeinvarious regions of
the country, then the states that haveindustry mixes that
mostcloselyresemble the U.S. industry mixalsoare likely
to experience economic fluctuations in concert with na
tional economic fluctuations.
12. The differences between these results andthe results
of other studies that used national average diversity
measures may be due to differences in the geographical
or industrial coverage. Most previous studies looked at
metropolitan areas rather than states, and examined only
manufacturing activity.
13. The empirical workpresented hereexamines a static
measure of diversity overacross-section ofstates. Thus, it
does not explicitly examine the benefits that a particular
state would gain from diversifying its own economy. Gru
ben and Phillips (1989a) address that issue directly.
14. Gruben and Phillips (1989a) suggest that regions
interested in reducing total volatility target industries
that have small or negative covariances with existing
industries.
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